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COMPOSITE SEMICONDUCTOR BOLOMETERS 

FOR THE DETECTION OF FAR-INFRARED RADIATION 

Norman S. Nishioka 

Department of Physics, University of California, and 
Molecular and Materials Research Division 

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Berkeley, California 94720 

ABSTRACT 

A composite semiconductor bolometer for the detection of far-infra-

red radiation has been developed in which doped germ?nium serves as the 

temperature sensor and a bismuth coated sapphire substrate serves as the 

radiation absorber. Metal wires serve as the' thermal and electrical. 

conductance to the environment. These detectors operate at pumped liquid 

4He temperatures (rv 1. 3 K). In many applications these detectors approach 

the theoretical limits of sensitivity. 

Optimization calculations have. been performed which predict both the 

ultimate performance possible from these detectors as well as the optimum 

operating conditions in various experimental situations. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Bolometers have long been widely used as detectors of far-infrared 

radiation. 

in 1800. 

1 
The first detection of infrared radiation was made by Herschel 

His bolometer was simply a conventional ~ercury thermometer which 

registered an increased temperature when illuminated by infrared radiation. 

2 
However, the term "bolometer" \vas not used until 1880 when Langley used 

the term to refer to a fine wire which acted as a thermal detector by 

changing its resistance in response to a changing tenperature. At the 

ti~e of iis introduction, Langley's resistance boloceter provided a sig-

nificant increase in the sensitivity of infrared detectors. 

Developments in recent years have enabled bolo~eters to be built 

whose performance in many applications approaches t~e theoretical limits 

of sensitivity. These developments include the introduction of the semi-

3 
conductor bolometer by Lc'" in 1961, the SNS tun:-~::!_ ~unctioe. bolometer cf 

Clarke et al. 
4 , 5 , d h d t. t . . d b 1 t d an t,e supercon uc 1ng rans1t1on e ge o orne er e-

6 7 veloped by several workers ' . At present, the seCiconductor bolometer 

is the most widely used detector in the far-infrared. Among the chief 

reasOns for its popularity are commercial availability, the straight-

foward electronics required for its operation, and its ability to operate 

in high magnetic fields. 

A bolometer can be viewed as performing three different functions. It 

acts as a thermometer, a radiation absorber and often as a mode limiter. 

In order to optimize the bolometer performance for a given experimental 

1 



sittiation, it is necessary to optimize all three of these functions. In 

toost semiconductor bolometers used at present all three of these functions 

are performed by a single element so tha~ independent optimization of 

each function is difficult. For example, the resistance of the semi-

conductors used in composite semiconductor bolometers at low temperatures 

MT 
follows R = R e where R and 6 are constants. As we will see high 

0 0 

responsivity demands that ll be large. However, at frequencies v such 

that hv < k6 (his the Flanck constant, k the Boltzmann constant), the 

absorption of the germaniur.J is small. Thus, \ve see that the demands of 

high responsivity and high absorption are in conflict. 

In an attempt to surmount these difficulties, we have built bolom-

eters that relegate these functions to different elements, hence the 

term composite bolometer. It should be noted that this trend toward 

separ~tion of the various functions of a bolometer is not a novel idea. 

Similar attempts have been made in the past with varying degrees of 

8 
success The composite semicondu~tor bolometers described here employ 

gallium doped germanium as the thermometer and bismuth coated sapphire 

substrates as the absorbing ~lemcnt. 

These bolometel·s have a wide variety of applica tioris. They have 

been sucessfully used for Fourier transform spectrosc~py as well ~s in 

a balloon-borne cosmic background expericient. Anticipated applications 

include far-infrared astronomy from mountain top observatories as well 

as from balloon-borne telescopes. 

2 



II. OPTIMIZATION 

A. Introduction 

There are many different approaches to the problem of optimizing 

the perforreance of a bolometer for a specific observing situation. Each 

approach has its advantages as well as its shortcomings. In this section 

the approaches that we have found particularly convenient will be dis

cussed. In ~ddition, some applications of these formulas to other types 

of bolometers will be mentioned. 

It should be pointed out that the design of the optimal bolometer 

depends crucially upon the particular observing situation. The bolometer 

that is optimum for use in one application may be a poor choice for use 

in .a different situation. Since bolometers exhibit this application 

specificity, it is important to characterize each application carefully. 

We have found that the de background radiation power is adequate to 

parameterize most observing situations. However, in certain applications 

the chopping frequency may be of importance. This is particularly true 

in the presence of large amounts of 1/f noise. Note also that the chop

ping frequency is not always determined by detector requirements alone 

since other factors such as the stability of the source must be considered. 

For our purposes here, a bolometer will be defined to be any radia

tion detector whose output,is an ele<otrical signal and which operates in 

the following way. The radiation is detected by absorbing it, degrading 

it .to heat and monitoring the associated temperature rise via some param

eter (such as resistance) which alters the electrical output. Therefore, 

a photoconductor is not a bolometer since the changing output signal is 

not due to a temperature change. 

3 



B. Numerical Methods 

As the first step in the analysis, we examine the sources of noise 

in a bolometer. An appropriate figure of merit is the noise equivalent 

power (NEP). The NEP is the incident power required to yield a signal-

to-noise ratio of unity in a 1 Hz post detection bandwidth. The NEP can 

be written as the rms sum of several terms 9 

(NEP)2 = 4kT
2

R + 4kT
2

G + 8ak A T
5 

s £2 £ 
+ 

4 X 
_.:.:x~e __ dx 

(ex - 1)2 

+ F(R,T,G,I,£,, .• ). (1) 

The first term is the Johnson noise voltage developed across the bolom-

eter (whose resistance is R and which operates at the temperature T) 

divided by the square of the (optical) responsivity S (volts/watt). Here 

k is the Boltzmann constant. The second term is the square of the 

phonon fluctuation noise power. The bolometer is connected to a heat 

sink (at temperature T ) through a thermal conductance G. The third 
s 

term represents the random fluctuactions in the emission from the bolom-

eter itself. The bolomet.er has an area A and an emissivity £. a is 

the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. The fourth term is the square of the 

noise associated with the radiant power incident on the bolometer. 

The background is at a temperature Tb, has. an emissivity £ 1 and is 

viewed through the (effective) solid angle Q. We have assumed that a 
0 

square filtering system has been used so that the integral is carried 

out from the low frequency cutoff v
1 

to the high frequency cutoff v
2

. 

We have used the variable x = hvc/kT d where c is the speed of light 
ra 

and h is Planck's constant. The last term represents all additional 

noise in the detector system such as 1/f noise, amplifier noise, etc. 

4 
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In most systems T << T d' so that we can neglect the third term 
ra 

in (1). It should be noted that, given any fixed frequency interval, 

the fluctuations in the incident power form a fundamental limit to the 

NEP. 9 We will adhere to the terminology of Low and Hoffman by referring 

to a detector whose NEP is dominated by the fluctuations in the incident 

radiation. as ideal. In addition, the term dark electrical NEP will refer 

to an NEP calculated using only the first two terms in (1) and using the 

electrical responsivity (E = 1 in Eq. (18)) instead of the optical res-

ponsivity. The term real dark electrical NEP will refer to an .NEP 

calculated by adding the function F to the dark electrical NEP. Once 

again, the electrical responsivity enters into F instead of the optical 

responsivity. The ideal (or background limited) NEP is of course com-

puted from th'e fourth term in (1) (see Appendix A). Finally, the term 

optical NEP will refer to the NEP computed from the first four terms of 

(1). Thus, 

2 
(NEP)dark electrical 

4kTR 2 -,...------ + 4kT G ,. 
Selectrical 

(2) 

5 

(NEP) 
2 

l rea dark electrical 
2 

(NEP)dark electrical+ F(E=l,R,T,G,I, ... ), ()) 

2 
(NEP) background fluctuation 

4 X 
x e 

(4) 

(NEP)2 . ..1 = 4kT2R + 4kT2G + (NEP)b2 k d (5) 
opt1ca S €2 ac groun fluctuation, 

(NEP)
2 

l rea optical 
2 

= (NEP) . l + F(R,T,G,I,E, ... ) . 
opt1ca 

(6) 

In much of the analysis to follow the dark electrical NEP (2) will be the 

object of the optimization process. The optimized (NEP)DE that results 



will then be compared to (NEP)BF (4) to see how close the system comes 

to being ideal. Of course, it is more realistic to use the real dark 

electrical NEP (3) in these considerations. Unfortunately, the function 

F is often not well knoWn and can vary considerably from bolometer to 

bolometer. However, in certain cases an empirical formula for F can be 

deduced and the optimization can be carried out using (3). 

In order to carry the analysis any further, we need an expression 

for the re~ponsivity of a bolometer. We begin by conserving the energy 

flowing to and from the bolometer. 

C dT + G(T - T ) 
dt s 

£(P + P ) + W, 
0 s 

(7) 

where the bolometer is assumed to be isothermal with the temperature T, 

have a heat capacity C and be connected to a temperature sink at the 

temperature T through a thermal conductance G. The bolometer absorbs 
s 

a fraction £ of the incident radiation P + P . P is the de radiation 
0 s 0 

power incident upon the bolometer and P represents the signal to be 
s 

detected. W is the electrical joule heating occuring in the bolometer. 

In the steady state with P = 0, (7) becomes 
s 

T = T + 
0 s 

£ P + W(T ) 
0 0 

G(T ) 
0 

(8)" 

where T is the static or de operating temperature. We have explicitly 
0 

written W and G as evaluated at T = T since they are, in general, 
0 

functions of temperature. 

We now define the temperature rise due to the·signal power P as 
s 

8 = T - T • (9) 
0 

With this definition, (7) can be written 

(10) 

I 
I 

6 

•. 



W can be expanded to first order about T to yield 
0 

7 

(11) 

In addition, if G is assumed to be temperature independent, then (10) and 

(11) can be combined to yield 

c do + (G _ dw)o 
dt dT 

e:P 
s 

(12) 

The assumption that G is temperature independent is reasonable for small 

values of o (which is equivalent to requiring that the signal be small). 

. 10 
The Wiedemann-Franz law states that the ratio of the thermal conducti-

vity to the electrical conducti~ity is proportional to the temperature. 

At low temperatures the electrical conduction is impurity limited and is 

thus independent of temperature. Therefore, most metals exhibit a thermal 

conductance that is linear in temperature. However, certain evaporated 

metal films have exhibite~a thermal conductance proportional to T
4 

to 

T5
• Also hidden by the assumption o~ a temperature independent thermal 

conductdnce is the fact that the temperature varieS albng the element 

providing the thermal conductance. Therefore, if G is temperature 

dependent it will vary from G(T ) to G(T) along the thermal path. This 
s 

11 difficulty can however be easily handled due to a theorem which states 

that the heat flow H between two bodies at different temperatures T
1 

and 

T
2 

is given by 

l T. 
H = 2 G(T) 

Tl 

dT. (13) 

Thus the correct result can be obtained by using the average conductivity 

between the two temperatures T
1 

and T
2

. 

For the case of a sinusoidally varying signal power P = P eiwt s s . , 



(12) can be solved for o by the substitution o 

where 

0 
0 

e:p 
= -----'s~~ 

G + iwC ' 
eff 

= G _ dW 
dT 

The result is 

(14) 

(15) 

Geff is called the effective thermal conductance and provides a convenient 

method for taking the thermal feedback of the system into account. Note 

that if Geff < 0 then the solution of (12) has an exponentially increas

ing solution when P = 0. Therefore, if the bolometer is to be thermally 
s 

stable, Geff must be positive. 

Defining the effective time constant T 

0 
0 

p 
s 

e: 

The responsivity is 

dV 
S = dP ' 

s 

dV dx dT 
dx dT dP 

s 

C/Geff yields 

(16) 

(17) 

where V is the output voltage of the detector. Here x is the temperature 

dependent property of the bolometer, such as the bolometer resistance in 

a semiconductor or superconducting transition edge bolometer. By combin-

ing (16) and (17) ~e obtain an expression for the optical responsivity 

lsi= dV 
dx 

e: 
y 2 2 !.,: ' 

G ef f ( 1 + w T ) 2 

(18) 

where we have written y = dx/dT. Here y is the temperature derivative of 

8 
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the bolometer's temperature dependent parameter. 

For a semiconductor bolometer, the resistance is a rapidly varying 

function of temperature and can be written 

R(T) (19) 

Typical values of R and ~ are 'R ~ 1 kQ, ~ ~ 10 K. In usual operation, 
0 0 

a semiconductor is biased with a constant current so that (18) becomes 

lselec I = __ __;_I..~...--_2_2_1 ' -

Geff (1 + w T )-'2 

where I is the bias current. 

(20) 
• 

Armed with (2) and (20), the optimization of a semiconductor bolom-

eter can be performed. We rewrite (2) with the help of (8), (15), and (20) 

(~'"EP)DE = 
e:P o + I2R)2 

G G, (21) 

where Geff = G - I 2y. 

There are several things to note. First, since Y 

always a positive number. Thus. a constant current biased semiconductor 

bolometer is unconditionally thermally stable. Second, the heat capacity 

C should be made as small as possible to minimize the NEP. Therefore, 

the heat capacity is not normally considered to be a free parameter in 

the optimization. ' One exception to this is when the size of the bolometer 

is of importance in the analysis. In addition, the sink temperature should 

be made as low as possible and y should be made as large as possible. 

9 



Several variations of the optimization procedure result from the 

selection of which parameters are considered free and which are consi-

dered determined by the experiment. There are of course no universal 

rules so that each individual experiment will dictate its own set of 

free and fixed parameters. For example, in our laboratory we have --< 

access to doped germanium that has ~ ~ 10 K which we operate at pumped 

liquid 4He temperatures (~ 1.3 K). The free parameters for this situa-

tion are taken to be I, G, and R. R is considered to be free since 

R = R e~/T and R can be controlled by the geometry of the germanium 
0 0 

thermometer. However, values of R in excess of ~ 5 M~ are inconvenient 

in actual use. These problems stem from the requirement for constant 

current bias that the load resistance ~ must be >> R. Also, high 

values of R cause preamplifier noise to become dominant since the 

current noise of an amplifier is proportional to the source impedance. 

All other parameters can be considered fixed. The optimization for this 

case has been performed on a digital computer. The resulting optimized 

NEP as a function of the de background radiation power P is shown in 
0 

Figure 1~ ·. 

Up until now we have discussed the optimization in terms of 

designing the optimum bolometer for a given situation. However, we can 

equally well consider the problem of how to best use a given (non-optimal) 

bolometer in a given situation. This predicament often arises when the 

attempts to build the optimum bolometer fall short of ,their goals. This 

problem can also be of interest if one chooses to use the same bol6meter 

for several different applications. The former problem often occurs in 

experiments which are detector noise limited and the latter often occurs 

in bolometers designed for general lab use. 

10 
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Fig. 1. Optimized NEP as a function of the de background radiation 
power for a composite semiconductor bolometer: 
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An example which illustrates the problems involved is afforded by·· 

the· balloon-borne cosmic background experiment of Woody et a1. 12 ~ In 

this experiment, the de background power is extremely small, P '\.. 10- 12 

0 

' -16 ~ 
wattsland the background limited NEP is also small (NEP)BF '\.. 10 W/vHz. 

The best detectors available all fall short of this requirement by about 

a factor of 100. Since the experiment·is detector noise limited, it is 

of importance to obtain the smallest dark optical NEP possible. The 

noise of the system was measured as a function of several parameters 

(T,R,I). In addition, the temperature dependances of R, C, and G were 

measured. All this information was then fed into a computer and a 

minimization of the NEP was performed to find the optimum bias current. 

Details of this procedure will be discussed in the section on measure-

ments. 

Setting up the optimization problem on a digital computer is usually 

straightforward. All that is required is to minimize the NEP as a func-

tion of the free variables. The minimization of a function of several 

variables is a common problem and quite elaborate algorithms have been 

developed; In general, it is desirable to use an algorithm that does 

not require the partial derivatives of the NEP with respect to the free 

parameters to be externally calculated since this simplifies the pro-

gramming considerably. One such algorithm that we have found satis-

factory is the conjugate gradient method with internally approximated 

gradients
13

. Another useful algorithm is the simplex method given by 

14 
Nelder and Mead . 

Difficulties,may occasionally arise when the optimized NEP, computed 

by either of the above algorithms gives unphysical results. For example, 

the "optimized" NEP may occur at a negative value of the thermal conduc-

12 
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tance. Constraints also cause difficulties. For example, we require 

that Geff > 0 for stability. In certain bolometers the thermal feed-

back is po~itive so that Geff < 0 is a possibility. Such possib~lities 

must be excluded from the optimization process. Also, it may be desirable 

to minimize the NEP subject to the condition that the dynamic range is 

above some required value. This is particularly true of superconducting 

transition edge bolometers. When constraints of these sorts must be 

taken into consideration, a Monte Carlo minimization is usually more 

effective. 

An example of an alternate type of bolometer which lends itself to 

the above analysis is the critical current or superconducting tunnel 

. . b 1 4,5 ]Unct1on o ometer In this bolometer, the Josephson critical cur-

rent I in a superconducting-normal-superconducting (SNS) junction is a 
c 

sensitive function of the temperature. The critical current of the SNS 

junction is of the form 

I (T) = I 
c 0 

_# 
e o . (22) 

Typically T ~ 0.1 K and I ~ 1 amp. 
o o· 

When the SNS bolometer is biased by a constant current I, (18) 

becomes 

- R Ey s = ------~--~--~ 2 2 k , 
G ef f ( 1 + w T ) 2 

(23) 

where we have assumed that V = (I ..... I )R. In this case, y = di /dT and 
c c 

C = G - IRy. Note that y < 0, s6 that the bolometer is therm~lly 
eff 

stable in all cases. In practice the resistance is quite small (R ~ 

-6 . 
3 X 10 n) so that Geff ~ G to goodapproximation. The optimization 

/ 

procedure exactly .parallels the procedure used in the optimization of 

semiconductor bolometers. 

13 



C. Large Signal Analysis 

The expressions we have been using for the responsivity assume that 

the signal power P is small and sinusoidally varying in time. Also, 
s 

the therma'! conductance and heat capacity were assumed to be temperature 

independent. When the signal is large,o, the associated temperature rise 

may be a ·large fraction of T. In this case, the temperature dependence 

of the thermal conductance and heat capacity may be important. In si-

tuations such as this (20) will give erroneous values for the responsi-

vity. In order to analyze the bolometer output under these conditions, 

it is easiest to numerically solve the first order ordinary differential 

equation resulting from the conservation of energy [Eq. (7)]. The problem is 

usually reasonably well-conditioned .so that a rather straightforward 

low order numerical technique (such as a low order Euler method) yields 

satisfactory results. Once the temperature as a function of time is 

determined, the output voltage as a function of time can be computed 

from the resistance as a function of temperature R(T). This technique 

is also of value in predicting the response of a bolometer in situations 

where non-linear effects are important. An example is the use of large 

non-sinusoidal signals such as large radiation pulses. 

Although this technique is rigorously correct since no approximations 

are necessary, it is somewhat wasteful of computer time. Therefore, its 

use is usually limited to cases in which the small signal approximation 

is not appropriate. 

14 



D. Analytical Solutions to the Optimization Problem 

Analytical solutions to the optimization problem are in general quite 

algebraically involved due to the complexities of the formulas and the fact 

that several variables must be optimized simultaneously. It is usually 

easier to find the solution numerically since the problem can be solved 

on a digital computer in a straightforward manner. In addition, many 

features that are very difficult to include analytically such as the 

presence of 1/f and preamplifier noise and the temperature dependence of G, 

C, a·nd R, are very easily incorporated in a numerical treatment. In spite 

of these shortcomings analytical solutions can be of value in certain 

situations. For instance, examina.tion. of the optimization problem in a 

few limiting cases can indicate the type of parameter dependence (or inde-

pendence) expected in these regimes. Even though the approximations 

involved may cause the constants of proportionality to be in error, the 

way in which the optimized NEP scales with various parametersmay be correct. 

A limiting case of interest is where the background radiation power 

is larger than the joule heating 9ccuring in the bolometer. For a cons-

t~nt current biased semiconductor bolometer (or superconducting transition 

edge bolometer) this means that P 
0 

T 
p 

T + __Q 
s G 

2 
>> I R. In this case, (8) gives 

where we have assumed that £ = 1 for simplicity. 
2 

Here I and G are 

conveniently renormalized as follows: 

BP 
G = ___E. 

T s 

(24) 

(25) 

15 



where A and B are dimensionless constants. 
dR 

Note that both G and y = dT 

. 15 
are assumed to be independent of temperature .. 

Taking w = 0 for simplicity, (21) becomes 

N -
(NEP)!rk electrical 

= 
4K 

The optimized NEP occurs at values of A and B such that 

3N eN 
aA = aB = O • 

The differentiations are simple and the result is 

A2 = B2 = __ 1--:--
. 4R • 

1--
yT 

s 

For a semiconductor bolometer y/R = - ~/T2 ~ - ~/T2 

s 
1/T T* where 

s 

T* = T /~. In most cases
16 , T* << 1 so that (28) becomes 

s 

A = B ~ 1 - 2T* • 

(26) 

(27) 

(28) 

(29) 

Substitution into (26) yields the following result correct to first order 

. T* 1n , 

.· 2 
(NEP) . . ~ 16 k P T (1 + 2 T*). dark electr1cal opt1mum o s . (30) 

The important feature here is that the optimized NEP is proportional 

to the square root of the de background radiation power. If the optical 

radiation is from a source in the Rayleigh-Jeans limit, then the back-

ground limited NEP can be written (see Appendix A) 

The summation of (30) and (31) yield the optical NEP of a system with 

p 
0 

(NEP)
2 

"cal . 'V2kP[8T(l+2T*)+T d]. opt1 opt1mum · o s · ra 

(31) 

(32) 

16 
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Thus if T << T and T* << 1, the bolometer will be "ideal". 
s rad 

That· is, its NEP will·· be dominated by fluctuations in the incident 

radiation. 

The opposite case in which I 2R >> P is also of interest. In this 
0 

case the de operating temperature becomes 

T 
0 

= T 
.s 

(33) 

Substitution ~f (33) directly into (21) as we did in the previous cases 

gives rather unwieldly equations during the minimization process. These 

problems can be circumvented if we further assume that 

which is equivalent to requiring T ~ T. 
s I 

I 

This restriction limits the 

(34) 

range of G so that G will not be considered a free variable. With these 

assumptions (21) becomes 

2 

N :: (NEP)2 = -R~Ts~(-G~--xy __ )_ + T2G 
4k xy s 

(35) 

where x = 1 2
. 

Minimizing N as a function of x yields 

; = = ~T{ [ _ 2x ( G - xy ~ Y - ( G - xY) ] = O => X = - G/y . (36) 

Substituting (36) into (35) yields 

(NEP) 2 = 4kGT2 (1 + 4T*) . 
s 

(37) 

Thus the ·optimized dark NEP YS limited by the phonon fluctuation noise 

if T* << 1. Note that in this limit the NEP is independent of P 
0 

Using (31) and (37) the optical NEP in the Rayleigh-Jeans limit 

becomes 

(NEP) 2 
opt = 4kGT

2 
(1 + 4T*) + 2P kT d 

s o ra 
(38) 



2 * Consequently, ·if P T » 2GT (1 + 4T ) then the bolometer will be in the 
o rad s 

ideal limit. Note however that (38) was derived assuming that I 2R << T 
s 

and I 2R >> P . Thus (38) only applies when GT >> I 2R >> P • We can 
0 s 0 

2T 
also conclude that, GT >> I 2R >> P >> GTs(----T s )(1 + 4T*) and r* << 1 

s 0 rad 
aresufficient to guarantee an ideal bolometer. 

We can summarize the above results as follows, 

p T p >> p 
2 

0 s 0 electrical 
(NEP)dark electrical optimum « (39) 

r2 p << pelectrical s 0 

These general results are in ,qualitative agreement with numerical calcul-

ations (cf. Fig. 1). Note also that as the sink temperature is lowered 

(to say 3He temperatur,es), the improvement will be more dramatic for the 

case in which the de background radiation is very small (P << P ). 
o electrical 
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III. CONSTRUCTION A..~D MEASUREMENT 

A. Introduction 

The major obstacle that we face in constructing semiconductor bolom-

eters is in securing appropriate semiconductor mater.ial. Our laboratory 

is not equipped to prepare the doped semiconductor material required. 

Although a gigantic industry has evolved around semiconductors and the 

technology is extremely advanced, manufacturers are reluctant to develop 

suitable semiconductor material for this application because of the 

relatively small market. In addition, preparing the necessary material 

is not as simple ~s merely specifying a certain doping level in germanium. 

The relationship between the doping concentration and the required low 

temperature parameters such as y, R, and the low frequency noise are not 

well understood. Furthermore, most materials suppliers are not equipped 

to perform low temperature measurements. 

We have access to several different boules of germanium which are 

doped with different materials and in different concentrations. These 

boules are usually doped with a doping concentration gradient. This 

permits man,r different types of low temperature behavior to be achieved 

in a singl~ boule. 

In this section, the construction details of the bolometers that we 

have.built will be given. In addition, the techniques used to evaluate 

the bol.ome,ter' s performance will be described. 



B. Construction 

We have access to several different boules of germanium but the 

germanium we use most frequently is gallium doped and has a low tempera

ture resistance that very closely follows R = R e6/T with 6 ~ l0°K. R 
0 0 

can be adjusted by varying the dimensions of the germanium and the place-

ment of the electrical leads, but is ~ 1 kQ for uniform c~rrent flow in 

a cubic sample 1 mm on a side. 

The composite semiconductor bolometers that we use consist of a piece 

of germanium to which two metal wires are soldered. These wires provide 

both the electrical and the dominant thermal contact to the bolometer. 

This germanium thermometer is then attached to a sapphire substrate. 

Nylon threads laced around the substrate provide mechanical rigidity. 

A bismuth layer is evaporated on one side of the sapphire substrate to 

increase the absorption of radiation5 . This structure is attached to a 

brass ring which serves as the bolometer holder (see Fig. 2). 

The initial step in constructing these bolometers is the cutting of 

an appropriate piece of germanium from the boule. This is done by using 

a 0.010" stainless steel wire saw with 1900 grit in mineral oil as the 

abrasive. The sliced germanium is then lapped on all sides with 1900 grit· 

in water to give each face an even finish. The germanium slice is typi-

cally ~ 1 mm x 1 mm x 0.3 mm. This size was selected as a compromise 

between minimizing the heat capacity and providing ease of handling. 

As we saw in a previous section, optimization requires that the heat 

capacity be made as small as possible. Thus, ideally the germanium 

should be made as small as practical. Note however that below a certain 

germanium volume the heat capacity of the entire bolometer will be 

20 



dominated by other components such as the sapphire substrate, metal leads, 

etc. In our case, the heat capacity is dominated by the metal leads and 

-4 3 sapphire substrate when the germanium volume is $ 3 x 10 em . The 

germanium is next etched with an acid (20:1 HN0
3

:HF) for approximately 

10 minutes and is quenched in methanol. The germanium is now ready to 

solder. The wire leads are attached to the germanium with indium solder 

using Ruby FluidTm (mostly ZnC1
2

) as a flux. This is done using a 10 watt 

soldering iron equipped with a copper nib. The bolometer is 'then boiled 

in distilled water for 5 minutes to remove any residual flux. Next, the 

sapphire substrate is notched and mounted to a brass ring using 12 ~m 

diameter monofilament nylon threads. Then a layer ("- 900 A) of bismuth 

is evaporated .onto the sapphire to act as the absorber. 

The germanium with the leads attached is then ce~ented to the 

Tm sapphire using Stycast 2850 FT epoxy as the adhesive. Finally, the 

free ends of the bolometer leads are soldered to the copper pads on the 

brass ring. 

This completes the construction procedure and. the bolometer is 

ready for testing. 

21 
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XBB 7512-9203 

Fig. 2a. Composite bolometer mounted on a brass 'ring. 
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Figure 2 b 
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C. Testing Procedure 

The first measurement made on a bolometer is usually the determina-

tion of the curve of resistance as a function of temperature. This is 

done with the bolometer bathed in liquid helium or helium vapor rather 

than a vacuum to ensure that the bolometer temperature is equal to the 

bath temperature. The resistance is monitored by a Keithley 610B elec-

trometer and the bath temperature is monitored by measuring the helium 

vapor pressure above the bath. The data are then fed into a computer 

and a best fit (in the least squares sense) to the expression R = R e6 /T 
0 

is made with R and 6 as the free parameters. As we will see later in 
0 

this section, it is not necessary to know the resistance-temperature 

characteristic in order to determine the bolometer performance. However, 

knowing this characteristic is valuable as a diagnostic tool. 

The next step to be made is the characterization of the dark (i.e. 

no optical radiation) performance of the bolometer. The current-voltage 

characteristic (I-V curve) is measured using a Keithley 160B digital 

multimeter to monitor the current and a Keithley 610B electrometer to 

monitor the voltage. The bolometer is biased by a mercury battery whose 

output voltage is adjusted by a wirewound potentiometer. This voltage 

is applied across the series combination of a helium cooled, wirewound 

load resistor (5 MQ) and the bolometer. The time constant is measured 

by applying a small ac voltage in series with the bias voltage. The 

resulting bolometer output signal then exhibits the familiar e-t/T roll-

off in amplitude with time associated with a time constant T. This is 

the (effective) time constant of the bolometer T = C/Geff" These two 

measurements (I-V curve and T) allow the electrical responsivity to be 
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calculated. This is true since the only input power to the bolometer is 

the electrical heating IV. Thus the I-V curve yields the resistance as 

a function of the applied power. We represent this function as ~(P). 

We first solvr for a value of the resistance R1 such that 

Next we solve for a value of the resistance such that 

The de responsivity is then 

S(O) = (40) 

Note that the responsivity given by (40) is a function of the signal power 

P • In the derivation of (20) we considered the limit where P ~ 0. 
s s 

(40) is not restricted to this limitation. To find the responsivity at 

2 2 -k 
the frequency w, the de responsivity must be multiplied by (1 + w T ) 

2 

Alternatively, the electrical responsivity can be measured with the 

17 
bridge circuit proposed by Jones • The details of this circuit are 

given in Appendix C. 

The measurement of the I-V characteristic, the time constant, and 

the resistance-temperature characteristic permit the computation of the 

heat capacity and the thermal conductance. Knowledge of the resistance 

as a function of the temperature and the resistance as a function of the 

applied power allows the power as a function of temperature to be deduced. 

The thermal conductance is the derivative of this function 

dP 
G =

dT 

The"heat capacity can be computed from the time constant 

(41) 

(42) 
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Iri order to complete the dark characterization of the bolometer its 

noise must be measured. We do this with the aid of a PDP-11 computer 

interfaced to the detector system. The computer samples the voltage 

output of the detector preamplifier at periodic intervals and computes 

the Fourier transform to give the noise spectrum. The measured dark NEP 

is just the ratio of the voltage noise to the responsivity. 

D. Results 

In this section we will examine a specific bolometer and see how the 

theory of the previous sections can be applied in an actual situation. 

Recall that the design of a bolometer is critically dependent upon 

the intended application. The bolometer we will examine in this section 

was designed for use in conjunction with the balloon-borne liquid helium 

12 
cooled far-infrared spectrophotometer of Woody et al. This experiment, 

which is designed for observing the cosmic background radiation presents 

a unique set of detector requirements. The de radiation power is extrem-

-12 
ely small <~ 10 watts) so that the ideal NEP is quite small (NEP.d 

1 1 ea 
-16 r.:-

~ 10 w/vHz). The chopping frequency of the system is 17 Hz. At float 

altitude the atmosphere pressure is ~ 2 mm Hg which corresponds to a 

liquid helium bath temperature of 1.4 K. Unfortunately the exact pres-

sure drop between the environment and the helium cryostat interior is 

difficult to predict. This means that the helium bath temperature cannot 

be predicted to better than about ± 0.15 K. Therefore, the NEP and res-

ponsivity as a function of T must be known.· In addition, since the bias 
s 
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level is preset on the ground prior to flight, it is important to choose 

the bias current so that the NEP is as close to optimum as possible over 

this range of T . This obviously involves a compromise in performance. 
s 

We trade optimum performance at a single bath temperature for a more 

modest but uniform performance over a range of T • Furthermore, since 
s 

this experiment is an absolute measurement, calibration plays an important 

role. Calibration is accomplished by means of an ambient temperature 

blackbody source. The consequence of this is that de background radia-

tion increases considerably during calibration which causes the responsi-

vity to change. Predicting the corresponding change in bolometer respon-

sivity and correcting for it is clearly important. 

The bolometer used in this experiment was constructed usirtg two 

0.001" diameter brass wires ~ 1 em long. This results in a thermal 

conductance of 1 x 10-7 W/K at 1.4 K. The measured time constant is 

25 msec. The bolometer resistance closely follows R = R e6 /T with 
0 

R ~ 7.2 k~ and 6 ~ 7.4 K. 
0 

The preamplifier is conveniently modeled by a source resistance, 

a voltage noise source and a current noise source as indicated in Fig. 3. 

The voltage noise of the output of the preamplifier is 

The first term is the Johnson noise due to the source resistance R . 
s 

The noise added by the preamplifier is thus 

N2 
preamp 
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Output 

XBL 7611-7742 

Fig. 3. Noise model for an FET preamplifier. 



V is deduced by measuring the preamplifier noise with R 
n s 

0 (i.e. with 

the input shorted), and is typically proportional to 1/if. Repeating the 

measurement with a cold resistor connected to the input yields I 2. 
n 

The particular preamplifier used in this experiment has a bandpass 

filter with a peak frequency of 17 Hz. Figure 4 shows a typical noise 

spectrum of the preamplifier. Measurements indicate that V = 5.0 nV//H; 
n 

(at 17Hz), and 
-15 -

I = 6 x 10 amps/1Hz. Thus the amplifier contributes 
n 

a noise term to the (NEP) 2 of [4.2 x 10-
16 

/f + 1.9 x 10-
29 

R2]/S 2 where 

R is the bolometer resistance. 

The noise of the bolometer was measured under various temperature 

and bias conditions and it was empirically found that the excess noise 

of the bolometer (i.e. noise in excess of Johnson and thermal fluctuaction 

-12 2 2 noise) roughly fit the formula (NEP) ~ 1.5 x 10 R I /fS 2 (W 2/Hz), excess 

~here I is the bias current and S is the responsivity. Figure 5 shows 

typical noise spectra for this bolometer. 

Using all of the above information, it is possible to use a digital 

computer to predict the bolometer performance as a function of bias 

current and sink temperature. With this knowledge, a bias current can 

be selected and the responsivity under all observing conditions can be 

determined. Typical performance for this bolometer at 17 Hz and T ~· 1.2 K 
s 

is (NEP)real dark electrical~ 3 x 10-1~W/IHZ and responsivity 

6 -1~ ~ 
S ~ 1.7 x 10 V/W. The Johnson noise term contributes 1.0 x 10 W/vttz, 

-15 ~ 
the phonon fluctuation term is 3 x 10 W/vttz, the preamplifier cantri-

-l~ -
butes 1.6 x 10 W/IHz and the excess noise in the bolometer is 

.;...}~ -
2.2 x 10 W//Hz. 
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Fig. 4. Typical noise spectrum of the FET preamplifier. Note the 
effect of the 17 Hz bandpass filter. 
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Fig. 5. Typical bolometer noise spectra. Notice the effect of 
increasing b~as current. The peak at 80 Hz is due to 
a mechanical resonance. 
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E. Possible Improvements 

It is of interest to determine what factors are limiting the perform

ance of the bolometers we have built. With this information it may be 

possible to suggest future improvements. The bolometers are usually 

excess noise limited below ~ 10 Hz. This noise is current dependent and 

has a 1/f power spectrum. If this excess noise is generated in the 

contacts then an alternate soldering procedure might eliminate it. On 

the other hand, if the noise is generated in the germanium itself then 

a different material must be procured or the preparation (cutting, 

etching, etc.) must be altered. The effect of various etching proce

dures was tested by varying both the length of time the germanium was 

etched and the composition of the etch. No strong correlation was 

evident from the tests. The noise appeared to be almost independent of 

the etching procedure used. Basically, if the surface of the germanium 

appeared smooth and shiny to the naked ey~ the etching was sufficient. 

However, it did appear that quenching the etch in methanol produced 

better results than quenching with distilled water. 

In order to distinguish between noise generated in the contacts and 

noise that is generated in the germanium itself, a four terminal measure

ment was performed. Since the noise is current dependent a model of the 

noise as a fluctuating resistance seems reasonable (see Fig. 6). If the 

contact noise is the dominant noise mechanism then the noise observed 

across each pair of terminals would be quite different, since the current 

only flows through one pair of contacts (Fig. 6a). Alternatively, if the 

noise is intrinsic to the germanium then the voltages measured across 
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each pair will be comparable- (Fig. 6b). The experiment showed that 

V ~ V in all cases, which suggests that the contacts are not the 
1 2 

dominant noise source. When this result is combined with the fact 

that the noise is roughly etch independent, it suggests that the 

noise is internally generated in the germanium. Therefore, a new 

source of germanium may remove or reduce this noise source. 

Another method of improving performance would be to lower the heat 

capacity. Using a smaller piece of germanium and a thinner sapphire 

substrate would help considerably. Alternately, diamond which has a 

lower specific heat (see Appendix B) could be used. If 0.001" thick 

sapphire were to be used instead of the present 0.005", the NEP could 

be lowered by about a factor of 3. 

of a lower temperature heat sink. 

Yet another improvement is the use 
i 

4 3 
Charcoal pumped He or He would 

lower the NEP by factors of 2 to 20. Finally,' the development of a 

preamplifier with very low current noise (~ l0- 16 amps/1HZ) would permit 

operation of higher resistance (or ~) bolometers. These bolometers would 

have a higher responsivity. 
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Fig. 6a. If the contact noise 
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Fig. 6b. If the intrinsic noise 
is dominant, vl ~ v2. 

Figure 6 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

·we have built composite semiconductor bolometers whose dark perform-

-14 r.:-
ance is typically (NEP)dark"' 3 x 10 w/..-Hz with an area of 4x4 mm. 

The absorptivity is"' 40%. This resulrnin a detectivity (larea/NEP) of 

n* "' 10
13 

em ~/W. A factor of "' 3 improvement is anticipated with the 

availability of thinner sapphire substrates. 

Although the detectivity of the best SNS critical current bolometers 

and sup~rconducting transition edge (STE) bolometers are a factor of "' 10 

times higher than. these semiconductor bolometers, there are nevertheless 

some applications in which there are advantages in using a semiconductor 

bolometer. First of all, the electronics associated with a semiconductor 

bolometer are straightforward consisting only of an FET preamplifier and 

a bias supply, while the SNS and STE bolometers both require quite 

sophisticated electronics. In addition, the semiconductor bolometer will 

operate over rather large temperature ranges (albeit with reduced sensi-

tivity) and thus operate over· large ranges of background power. STE 

bolometers on the other hand, must operate at the superconducting transi-

tion temperature. Another advantage of the semiconductor bolometer is 

that it is capable of operating in high magnetic fields. The SNS and 

STE bolometers are of no value in the presence of high magnetic fields. 

In absorption measurements the semiconductor bolometer can be of value 

since the material under test can often be made into the substrate itself. 

Evaporated structures such as the SNS and STE bolometers can of course 

also be placed upon the material under test. However, the substrate 

appears to play an important role in the noise properties of these bolom-
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18 
eters Finally, neither the SNS nor the STE bolometer has yet shown 

the longevity necessary for reliable operation, although, progress is 

being made in this area. Any reduction in the excess noise will make 

the semiconductor bolometer even more competitive. 

It should be pointed out that at any temperature the phonon flue-

tuation noise term in the NEP presents a fundamental limit to the dark 

NEP. This limit is '\.. 3 x 10-
15 

W/mz for T = 1. 3 K and G = 10-7 W/K. 

For a low background systent where the ideal NEP can be quite small 

('\.. 10- 16 W/IHZ) much lower bath temperatures will be required to reach 

the ideal limit. Thus, the next generation of b~lometers will have to 

use pumped 3He as the refrigerant in order to approach the ideal limit 

in low background environments. 
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APPENDIX A 

Techniques for Computing the Background Fluctuation Noise 

and de Radiation Power in a Frequency Interval 

Given any frequency interval, the fluctuationsin the incident power 

form a fundamental limit to the NEP of a detector system. This noise is 

the result of fluctuations in the number of photons arriving at the de-

tector. A straightforward application of Bose-Einstein statistics yields 

the following formula for the background fluctuation limited NEP19 •20 

2 
(NEP)BF 

4 X 
4Ar2(kT) 5B Je:Ae:s x e 

2 3 dx, 
c h (ex - 1)2 

(A-1) 

where An is the throughput of the detector system, B is the post detection 

bandwidth, e:A is the emissivity of the absorber (detector), e:
5 

is the 

emissivity of the source, T is the source temperature and x = hvc/kT. 

Here vis the wavenumber which is usually given in units of [cm- 1]. 

In the Rayleigh-Jeans limit, x << 1 and x 4 ex/(ex ~ 1)
2 2 
~ x so that 

(A-1) becomes 

(A-2) 

The background power incident upon the system is 

p (A-3) 

which in the Rayleigh~Jeans limit becomes 

(A-4) 
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Combining (A-2) and (A-4) yields a convenient formula, 

2 
(NEP)BF "' 2kTPB (x « 1) • (A-5) 

From (A~S) it is evident that the ultimate sensitivity of a bolometer 

system in the Rayleigh-Jeans limit is proportional to the square root 

of the incident background power. 

In many cases, the Rayleigh-Jeans approximation is_ not appropriate. 

In these cases, (A-1) must be used. Evaluation of (A-1) must be done 

numerically. However, if we assume that the optical system exhibits a 

21 square spectral bandpass we can simplify (A-1) and easily use tables 

to evaluate (NEP)BF" 

We begin by rewriting (A-1) as 

2 
(NEP)BF 

£A£ lxH __ x_4_e_x __ dx ' 
s xL (ex - 1)2 

(A-6) 

where £A' £
8 

are now constant in the interval ~ < x < ~ and are zero 

outside this interval. We next define the function 

H(y) lao 4 X 
x e 

- x 2 dx , , 
y (e - 1) 

so that (A-6) becomes 

2 
(NEP)BF = 

(A-7) 

(A-8) 

(A-9) 

where AQ is in [cm2-sr]. The function H(x) is tabulated22 in Table A-1. 

It is also frequently of interest to be able to quickly and easily 

compute the background radiation power (A-3). This can be done in analogous 
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fashion as follows. We define 

G (y) = {yeo ----'X X=-3-

Jv e - 1 
dx • (A-10) 

If we again assume a square spectral bandpass between ~ and ~· then 

(A-3) becomes 

p = (A-ll) 

(A-12) 

where An is in units of [cm2-sr]. The function G(x) is also tabulated 

in Table A-1. 
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2.40 ??.4f:.34R.,q9 3.~1??7461 4.7qA14At,~ 1.70559076 
2.45 22.2 7036;)48 -:1.606" 0 713 4.71914059 l.77479A81 



Table A-1 (cont.) 41 

X H{X) H{O)-H{X) G(XJ G( Ol-G( XJ 

.,.50 ??.00110675 3.R84t:t;OA6 4.649480~9 1.84445851 
2.!:i':' 2l.A98R4H·t:: 4.07t.Ol()q5 4.5704"3l•82 1.914~0458 

2.60 ?1.7027()0'12 4. 27304 768 4. c:; 1}906643 1. 9R4R72q7 
2.65 2l.C:02R~OI30 4.47?02681 4.43843840 2.oc:5sotoo 
2.70 21.200347~~ 4.6 76U)907 4.?:-7611.99 2.1?6.,27.:..1 
2.75 ?1.09240?S? 4. Rl333550<"l 4. 2Q6f:.4f:.C)6 2.1CJ7"9?.44 
2.80 ?O.RA2l419l 5.09?6lt70 4.?25f:.OtSO ~.2tA-:137oO 

2. 85 ?0.6t,Q711.2~ 5.30704637 4.15453215 ?.33940725 
z.qo ?0.4"i226455 '5.5?340306 4.0R349"3RJ ?.41;)44560 
2.95 ?0.?3".0ii~lc::; c:;.742A034E 4.01253960 ?.4Pl.39080 
3.00 ?0.0109~5?1 C).9~4R??"39 3.04172005 ?.5'52211345 
"'3.0 5 1 o • 7 A f: 3 r- t. 4 6 6.18930~!4 3.P7!0874~ 2.622A510S 
3.10 1o.5So.,qop? f-.4lf35770 3.RQ06R692 2. 6CJ32521tA 
3.15 to. ~P0?000'5 6.645C::!)7C:5 1.73056":~1 2.763174:10 
3.?.0 1c.oo~C"l2447 A.P76R3313 ~.6607f>A76 2.A~3J7?.f-.5 
"'3.2'3 lR.A657.,.?_f0 7.11002':00 3.':91333'1: ?.'102f.()t::Q~ 

3.30 1 A. 6 307~"H~i} 7. 34407.,, 71 3 • 5 ?_ 2 3 Of 1 3 2.971631?7 
3.35 1 R. 3<J42"'l74! 7.58.1520?0 ~.4537~~10 3.040216~0 
3.40 lR.1'56251S5 7.~10~0606 3.~Re::c?1~1. 3.108~l81C} 

3.45 17. 916983 79 A. 05 R773 ~2 ~.3180~542 3.1 759i"noq 
3.50 17.67659042 R.2CJ916719 3.2S099AR6 3.24?94or::c:: 
3.55 17.43r::22f2R A.540531"3 3.1A4e::4~~t, 3.309~9(;<:;4 

3.60 1 7• 1 030445S R. 7P271305 3. 11 A697rp 3.3752 1+~38 
3.6" 16.oc:;olo~5t+ o.o2e::t:;fl07 3.0S?4891B 3.~4045J?3 

3.70 lf-.706~31f..? 9.26P9.,6l9 2.988045t..S 3.504993oS 
3.75 16.4f-3Q0~10 9.51?66lr::l 2.9?50903J 3.S6R84Cl1J 
3.80 lf.?l9l1100 o.756f?2t1 2.PflC"l4fc:;2 3.63l9C"l?(:l<"l 
3. R~ l:. 9 7 5 O?C)~P lO.::>OOf-':-77" 2. 70 0:3:; 2 g 3.6044041? 
3.0') 15.7"-l,J0<"'7~ 10.?44f.r::7PR ?.737R7620 3.7560~~20 
"::1 o05 1S.4P7"l()Qt:;"l ,_ Q • 4 Q ~ ~~ t; 7 " Q ?ot-7~<"lA73"3 3. A!60S?07 
4.00 l5.2.t.3R2~22 1.0.73103230 2.616885?4 3 • 8 7 7 ·) s 4 1 6 
4.oc:; , 5.000q0"1!)} 10.97495410 2.557'5RC:::O?. 3 • Q;:t6 ~ 5 ~ "'l R 
4.10 14.7::;P3fl?O 11 .• 21 73o"P.2 ?.4<.'lol00~" 3.cc;.;.q"3Q()f:-
4.1.5 1.4.51662"l04 11.41)913456 ?.441447.52 4.05249SRR 
4.20 l4.27570f-7"l. 11. 7Q")Q5QIH~ ".~84A?.54o 4.10931301 
4.?5 l4.0"3S7~P.73 11.9400';)qp7 2.3"865594 4.165~83.:06 

4.30 13.7C)68012R 12.17R056~2 2.?73r::4327 4.? z,n q 61 ., 
4.35 ~- 3 • 55 q 0"., q, 12.4167~470 2.219"20470 4. ~74€-4470 
4.4() 13.3"2?C::?I337 1?.6'53?2Q23 2.1.659lf-27 4.32130?314 
4.45 13.0873RR6A 12.88R36895 2.11?.41?90 4. ~8JS?.6'i:) 
4.50 12.Pe::3710Q3 1 3 • l 2 ? i) 4 f f A 2. Of-l7R84c:; 4.4?2l50<Jr:: 
4 c:;a:-.. -' l2.6?l58qe:o 13.35416010 2.01104574 4.4R289367 
4.f>O 1?.3911.1086 13.5R464c75 1.Q611R61)R 4.5?275".A? 
4.6c:i 12.1623!-._":lf:l 1.3.P.l3"l.9300 t.ol.22llA6 !t.5P172...,54 
4.70 ll.93542qS5 14.0403?0()S l.P641?le::6 4.679~17R4 

4.75 ll.7l0~R~61. !. lt • ? 6 " ., 7 .,_ 0 g 1. ~n.6<:Jl47A 4. f,77024f.2 
4.80 11..48730293 14.4R84~46R 1. 770'5AQ,A2 4.723~49C:g 

4.f:\5 ll.?f.6256R3 14. 70Q')Qi)78 1.7?&:"1441F-. 4.7A8795';'4 
4.90 !1.047'3l}AO 14.9.,844571 1.680c:;745q 4;. 8l3364Rl 
4. 95 lO .. A305309Q 15.145?266?. l. 6 36 8 77 p; 4.857062?5 



Table A-1 (cont.) 42 

X H(Xt H ( 0 I -H (X) G (X) G(O)-(;(X) 

5.,00 lO.f-1597':\20 15.3597A43t l.5Q4047'4 4.89989216 
5.05 10.403694~c:; 15.'572063~6 1.55?0706? 4 • 04 ~- ~ 5 9 7 8 
5.10 10.19374614 ,~.78201147 1.51096846 4.9A2CJ71)0" 
5.1'5 o.CJ?-61"771_0 1!" .9Ag5A0'51 1.47070736 '5.0232~204 

5.20 o.78103~?1 1t ... l047?5~CJ 1.43l?P941 5.062649nq 
5.25 o.t:;783530R 1f.30740452 1.39270722 5.10123218 : 

5. 30 9.37?.17705 16. 5<nc; 7of:.6 1.V5495293 5.13R«)q6'-tR 
5.35 q • 1 A 0 5 4 1_ R ? 16 • 7 C) 5 21 5 7 q 1 • 31 A 0 1. 8 ~ 4 5. 1 7 5C) 21. 16 
15.40 8.9RSlt7~49 16.CJ0028ll2 1.28]P9440 5 • 21201t4cp 
5. 45 8. 79~01066 17.18274695 1.24£:57260 5 .. 24736680 
5.r;o P.f-0316998 1""'.3725876~ 1.212043?2 5.2PlR9618 
5.cc:e: 8. 41 r- 97 715 17.55<H8046 1.17829664 '1.31364276 
5.60 A.?1145199 17. 744~0"f:l1 1.1'+51?290 5.'34A6165<1 
5.65 8.049611.54 17.02614607 1.ll3lll76 5. 3 soq2 H4 
5.70 7. A .., 04 "7 0 0 o l.R.l(le?FP'il 1.0Rl6::27c: 15.4122R6f.-5 
5.75 7.69403::)1') 1B.2Al71B?6 1..050C)3520 ?.443004?0 
5.80 7.r::2032R4t.. 1.8.4'5"42017 1. • T~Ool~R U: '5.47.2C!9ll."i 
=-·. 135 7.? 4934<' .. 04 1P.6?.f::41~~6 .C')9t61l0~9 15.502251351 
5.9J 7.1Al09')4A , q. 7946671.4 • 96? 121. q 4 5.5308174(-, 
'i.9'; 7.0l"'5fQ71 tA.C!UH"780 .o35?c0ll r:;. =55?67029 
6.00 6. p~ 27'\1 C:Q 1q.J.2?.G760t .C)0808402 5.5~58"iCS1A 

6.05 f-!.69?7?379 l9. '28 ~1 ~ ~ P?. .q9158~!8 "i.6 1 ~3C)7?~ 

6.1 0 f..!::35~9]Qc:' l0.440'3~e::.c;f .~5574?1)'5 c;. 638lq6"35 
6.15 6.? P.077Cl7'= }0.5049778:::; .83055504 5.66318436 
6.~0 6.?~8A7902 1,9. 74f.87A')~ • A0600ASO '5.61HQ1~01, 

6 II 2 r; €>.070(:,7978 JO.A0607783 .78208"7A 5. 71185362 
6.30 5. 93 3171134 20.0425s:l727 • 75 87 8 1?? C).7~515Al8 

6.35 C::.7893?""'"3S 20. lR64"Cl?2 • 716081, 7 5. 757858~3 
6.40 '5.f48lf~04 2D.327::?C!l~7 .71397400 5.77Q06540 
6•45 5.5096,9Q7 20.46f.ll764 .6Q24480C} 5.80149131 
6.50 5.~737414" ?.0.602Q1f:l9 .f..714CJ190 5.R224471)0 
6.1)5 5. 24045131. 20.7313'306?Q • 65l oq 3QO s.q42~4sr.:::o 

6.60 &:) • 1 0 q 7 4 9 3 t. 20. ~(·.6008?7 • 61.124266 r;.~6?69674 

6.6') 4.QA16~.,_QR <0.094l!.":lf2 .611Q26~l 5.AR201250 
6.70 4 • R ~ 6 0 ? ? '6 3 21.ll97~4QA .5Q3131:05 ?.90JA0435 
6.75 4.7320516?. 2l.24?R0'599 • 574A5A1. 9 S.919183?l 
6.PO 4.6l237f.30 21.36:?~~130 ·""707912 '5.9?68602A 
6. 815 4.49427114 ?l.48148f-:!tf-J .53979284 C\.9~414656 

6.90 4.17860Q7"l_ 21 • 5 Q 11. 4 1 e 1 • 5?.29R646 ?.07J05204 
6.Clc; 4.?653t480 21.7103927? .50t64921 5. QA72QQ19 
7. 00 t • • l r; ~ 5 0 A 6 c) ?1.82124392 .49077044 6.J0316RC)6 
7.05 4.0460l"'S4 2l.9?974'30F- .475~~«)f\3 6.0135997R 
7.10 3.G39A47?.6 22.03-501_1)35 .460~4617 6.0?15g3')3 
7.1~ ~.R3c:;9A107 ?2.13Q77453 .44'37R043 6.048151397 
1.?0 3.734~~Q7l ?2.241:'l':J790 .431~3168 6. Of-.:3077? 
7.25 3.f350?644 ~ 2. 3 40 n 1 1 6 .4l7RQ()l4 f::.07S049?6 
7.30 ~.537"Q214 22.43786'347 .4041)4601) 6 .0£1T~Q340 
7.35 3.44~'l:'i10 ??.53?~~:'lo • 39~. '589'57 6. 10234Q83 
7.40 3.3'5010412 2?.62565?A8 .~7901133 6.11402807 
7.45 3.25<)39651 22.7lf:3f-110 .366901AQ ~.17.713751 



Table A-1 (cont.) 43 

X H(X) H(O)-H{X) G{X) Gt Ol-G( X) 

7.El0 ?.170770111 22. 'J0498745 .~'5495205 6.l38ofH3S 
7.5'3 3.094]Q?t:;6 22.~c:q c::-~soc:; .34345274 6.lc:;0486f6 
7.60 2.9qQ6~10A 2?.9761()61)5 .33220505 6 • 1 6 1 f. 4 It 3 5 
7.65 2.91705"~0 23.0'::870471 .?21470'?3 6.17246017 
7.70 2.83t4?52? 23.13933?39 • 31096970 6.18206970 
1. 7'5 2. 75771514 2 3. 2 1 q 04 2 4 7 .1007RS03 6.10"315437 
7.Ad ., 

.680R~97A ?3.204Q6785 • ?90o07.o4 6.20303146 
1. 85 2.60591619 2'::1.36<:'A4l41 .28133033 6.21260907 
1.oo 2.153276161 ?3.l~42Qqj:.l')l) • 2721)/t4?.4 6.22180517 
7.95 :'.46119"325 23.5143t436 .26?04187 .6. ?.30897"? 
8.00 2.39l77A45 23.59307olC:: .25431t::6l f-.2?962370 
B.oc; ?. 32388470 23.651P7~0l • 24r::"R 5 7q 6 6.2480Rl44 
8.10 2.?. 576 70 f. l ?.3.1lPQ77Co .237f:6160 e..256?77BO 
A.l5 2.1o1130o9 23.7R2~?.'"'el .22o7to~B 6.2642200? 
8.20 ?..1?020f93 ?'l,.845"c:'07f3 .2?20?.428 6.?71C!l5l.:? 
8.25 2.0f?87<:;34 23.0()Ul 0 ?27 .?14'3tot..4 6.279?f:C"JC6 
8. 30 ?.OOo104o6 2~.0f-,6f:.5?65 .20714816 6.2fl6r=0124 
8.31:) 1..o50R64'::19 ? 4 • 0 ?ld~ g 3 ?. ? .200?538~ 6.?o15R5'5:::' 
A.40 1.~94l2?f.Q 24.0~lf3501 .193SPO~O 6. 300?r::.92l 
A.45 l.R3R84fU~2 24.13fC'l(HPA .1R7020~5 A.3069UI:-6 
A.'50 1.7A5~)1?Al ~4.1Cl07440Q • 1 A066G7? 6. 313269€_,0 
8.')13 1.7325P.3P3 24.24317?77 .174'S?OR3 6.31941R"':7 
8.f0 1.691::3265 ? 4 • 2 0 4 i' 2 I~ ~F) .lf-13568~7 6.3?537103 
A.t-5 l.~3!.R?C60 ?4.?4-:lC"J2801 .162ROcf5 6.331'13276 
13.70 1.':~34415:::;~ ?4.397"'120R .)1:7?301.0 t,.~~670CJ3l 

8.75 1. 1:;36'35165 ?.4. 439ft 05 Gf:: .151A333t 6.3421060(') 
~.80 1 .4o05lot:;5 ?4.4Rt:"38n6 .14f6ll00 6.'::147.,2840 
8.~'5 1.!>4:o?.11R ?!,..529Fl3cL3 .141~5803 :?' • '. c::- 2 ?: R 1 '::1 ' 
B.90 1.402'52RP7 "4.57?22P.74 .1~f:.6t,CJ"l.6 6.35727004 
~.o5 1.:?6031533 24.6lc::-4422R • 1310 4011 6. 3flOOO")C'l 
9.00 1.3t92S::-;;,~,7 24.65ceo:a3 .1273f..550 6.366573'10 
Q.05 1. 2 7o"·1 740 ?4.69f44070 .12294090 6 • .,7JooR51 
9.10 1.?.404A)41 24.7.,5?771(') .1.1Pf~17f. ~.37527764 

o.lC:: 1.202..,1.702 74.77104050 .1145237,) 6."37941571 
9.20 1.16600102 ?4.ROS7~56<; .1105"?40 A.lR341700 
0 .2') 1_.13031,)25 ?4. 84544 73t .ll')ff~?71 6. 3fl7?8S60 
9.30 l.Oo'5Al't::3 2'-+• RRI')14tJ0!3 .11)291355 A.3C"Jl02SP5 
0 ~c:: 
•• _.1 ... 1.061Ro<"~71 ~4.91 ;gcqco .Oo07971)6 6.-,G464l44 
9.40 t. 0 za 13 31!:) 24.C'I4cf?.40c .oos::R0311 !).39813620 
CJ.4'5 • 097 2°4f, 'J 7.4.CJ78462 C'lQ .W~?4?5?4 ~.401"1416 

o.~J .af-636,~1 ?~.00C)?.Cl6?0 .:JRC'l16071 f.:. 4d:..77P.fCl 
9.sc; .G?631•18l ?~.03044;:.80 .:JRf-OO~oq 1-:. ~07o33'+., 
q. A J .90712114 ? '5 • 0 6 Af ~ f. '~ f. • !Hpol)76? 6.4l,')C'lPl78 
().6" .8787707';) ?5.Q9f..Gn6~H~ .0°0:)1?.,7 6. 'tl3Q~ 71' 
9. 71') .A~l?3Q10 ?<::.124~1_0?1 .0171E:t6C) S.4161727l 
Q.7c:; • p ?451)1 1Q ?'5.1 "L'c::4?2 .07441771 6.41 g~~lt,C'I 
9.PO .7q854C::~C::: ?'i.l772l2/f .0717f:?27 f..42217713 
9. R~ .7?334434 ~= .?0"41'3?7 .1")60}97~0 c. !t-2.4 74?07 
Q.90 • 74R RRi) 80 zc::. ??J P?Ano .0667?016 6.4?721C"J25 
o.9'i • 7251 '::1 ')I)Q 2~.?t:;Of2?02 ~Of43?777 6. 4?.qfllf3 



X 

10.00 
to'.os 
10.10 
lO.l"i 
10~?0 
10.:?5 
1 o. 3 () 
10.1'5 
l0.40 
to.:..r= 
1t).5() 
to.c;::; 
to.~ o 
1 o. 65 
10.70 
to. 70:: 
l_O.RO 
l.O.R3 
1 o. 'lQ 

to.qs 
1.'1.00 
11.115 
11.10 
l.l.·l:: 
11.~0 

11.?5 
ll. 3 t) 
11.3:; 
11.4{) 
t l. £,. ': 

lt.;:-0 
11. .-'55 
ll. 6 0 
ll.t-5 
11.70 
11.71:) 
ll.RO 
ll. q c::. 

11. 0,) 
11.()5 
1?.00 
1.2. 05 
1 ~ .l 0 
t~.l:: 

1?..?0 
1?.?'-' 
12.? 0 
~".~5 
1?.41) 
12.45 

Table A-1 (cont.) 

~(Yl H(O)-H(X) 

• 7 t) ? !) R O q ~ ?. c • ?. 7 3 U 7 f-. 7 
.67072~48 25.70f03~l3 

.f-t';30?4?3 
• f "l ~ .• <"!~ '3f: 1 
• f-16541 -:~,q 
.5CJ'·7?C:,7., 
• 5 7750"' 13 
.5588615?. 
• '5407-"r.:; 13 
.:::?3?::'...'51:1 
• CS·:H-,"'5A0..2 
.40..077717 
.47~ROJ27 

.45~'31510 

.lt433f")~qq 

.!..2R7c;7t:;l) 
• 4146 5 <H7 
.40Qq!"lqg3 
• 1R776.?.60 
.~74q"l.Q~8 

.~1;?1)1,-:-:~r.: 

• 35J'•Rlll 
.338R~47?. 

.32753=12-+ 
• 3 1 6 f., n ? ;') 1 
.:3060l4~2 

• ?Q":;7f ?O':J 
.2RSR"'>71S 
."'7~?/F)o 

.?(:~02!.-0? 

.?C::7'1"()Q":l 

.24Cl?'} +Cl:; 

.24'J7f0..34 
_.,.,.,604'5Q 
.?2471')~3f 
• 217t"j!)O()~ 
.-:-006fl?l:jl 
• 2 0? 50 7 s 0 

.1osc:;rt.7il 
.18Rf!R7QQ 
.1S32L..l)3l 
.17614'· 0 q 

.l7QQ11S4o 

.lf4?2">4S 

.l"Ac::c;q7:) 

.1S)Q70?'l, 
.1477811<1 
.l4?At.:;P<1~ 

• l 3 7 70f.() '... 
.1~201.<1P7 

"5.~177?:'1':1:7 
?: . .,.,_R7R<JOO 
ze-:. 3 c;c;n 1-,?2 
?r:;.?7C?O?'qq 
"5.:3QP?5?t..7 
2 r:; o 41 t- q <;t+ no 
?S.4?t..g7?!tR 
'5.452'503Cl3 
?C::o~f-95007~ 

2"o4~5<?8044 

2!S.r::'JlQS~"'34 

"'5. 517442'51. 
?c::.c;:':24C::?F-1 
?~' 0 5470001)!) 
25o 56lQ07P1 
?5.5747c:;a::A. 
25. 5?79°': 01 
25.600RlAC::3 
?5.613?.4??5 
?S.625?76c::o 
2'3.f"'-t93::>AP 
2::.t.+A????6 
?S.A"iolc;c::A() 
"S.~ t..o74?Q8. 
::. ·~ "790<1.:.~:_.c:; 
-;>r:;o6Roq"045 
2 5 0 (: q 0 5 3 0 tll 
?t::.7()881?~P 

""i. 7l "7fl? 7r:7 
7""'• 7?f: C::C.'~S(:. 
?S. T!J-GO.O?(:; 

?5. 74;.1 C::?1 :) 
:?::. 7r:,1 ()t:;-:1 2C:: 
JC:

0 
1':",'?,L_(l1f•6 

::n:: • 7 f· f-. .J q 1• 0 7 
"~.7"7-:I?"'OG? 

2 5. 7?01 72 P3 
2~o7PfP~Ofl 

?:: • 7<)??4 7?') 

?5.700f.l?f..2 
?c:,. o.oc;.~ 7"J :> 
?~.nlt:':"'?lr. 

""'. R17~ qQOO 
?C: •. (1?? ~ 7 p-:> p 

., :: • p. 2 "7 0 7 ":: l; 1 
"c::. !P?C()ff7 
2S.8"'P050~f. 

25 .? 42 p-:~, 773 

GfX) 

• 06 20 l751 
.05<?7'1670 
.{)'576"3270 
.ol5c5:?'8 
.oc354574 
.O"il607P? 
.0407?7?4 
.047q·:q ?g 

.OH·lPC3? 

.044!7077(: 

.o428~soq 

.041.31()34 

.o1qo.')R64 

.03'l'l:;ll_'::l 
.03£: 0 '+5()4 
• ·13 5 c:: " R A 5 
.034?802° 
.03301'132 
.031'1011q 
.01062718 
.02Q40C::42 
.02P4.13PB 
.0?73'5138 
.02631660 
.IP5'3SR"4 
• 02441 ~114 
.02?5'J5RO 
.0?26?035 
. on. 1~ 4"i c; 
.0?('070~1 

.020'!.8557 

.0104?0.,, 
•')187,)051 
• 01 70QO. ?4 
.01..73?156 
.Olt(.fqr;p 
.016Jt.l44 
.Ol543f~8 

.0140."'~""0 

.Ol4?ol72 

.Ol37~07Fl 

.013??976 
.Ol?727c:'l':3 
.nl??44A3 
e11l177<11P 
.nll'"'Oof 
.Ol.OROQ14 
.01040..~74 

.OlOOR'?~B 

.000!,08?0 

6.43lQ21..0() 
f-1.43-+1'5270 
f:.. 436-:l,Of:.M 
A.43~P9612 

6.44JV?3A6 
6.44~"33\.::;P 

t:..4L~?0?1A 

A.44~0076l 

,.. • 44171)01)13 
6 ~ 44 q4 3 l At~ 
6.4'51054~-:' 

f::. 4"i2t?IJ06 
6~4C::It13077 

6.455583.?7 
6.4'56Cl<i416 
r-, • 4 '5 ~~51) 75 
6.451t,')C';1_ 2 
t-.46J'12100 
6. 46? 1 v~ 21 
A.463?1.~()2 
6.t..6444.30R 
1-,.46553'352 
t. 4fc:'3Q·l? 
f:.. 4f: 7-'0?AO 
6.4A3"'81,7 
t.4Foc:?4:?t 
~-:.47J~~v .. o 
6'.4 71 .,_, JJC:: 

6.472154flS 
"•4"7?0(-<'l(')O 
6.4Tpc::-:~ R? 
6.47~c;l0l ('\ 
f-..4752?~8° 

6.47:: 0 4llh 
6.4761·1724 
c.477?6qR? 
6.477f:HHo7 
6.473~()312 

6.479;)8-'..l() 
6.47Qf:47f.9 
6.-tP018R-'? 
6.4R)70Q65 
t·. 4 0.121.. , 4 7 
6.4Rl~q470. 

A.4P-~160:"'? 
6.4P2-~QQ!,.;. 

6 .t.fl3 04 00~ 
6.4A34c:;')6f
f. 4R3 PI)C: 11~ 

6.4Q424111 
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Table A-1 (cont.) 45 

X H(X) H( 0 )-H( )() G(Xl G( 0)-r,{ X) 

12.50 .12820"1)1 ?5.8474~1:07 .0093?7~6 6.4P4f::l204 
1?.'3~ .l<~P-1-:lAq ;?!:i.RI1J 0 37P • 0089..,()?6 f.+R~()t914 

12.t·o .. 11949701 ?r:.A~f2f0t0 .OORf\?640 6.4R5~1291 

1?.65 .115"·!018 2'3.q6043P42 .OOR..,0557 f .• 4R564?R? 
12.70 o 1 1 t 2 A 1. 7 R 2").86447'583 .00797704 6.483962::7 
12.75 0 } Q73R03::> 25. R6P3772R • 0076 7041 6.486?6897 
12.PO • 1. 0 3 ~ 1 •14 7 ?5.872'4713 • 007~75~4 A.4P.65f.407. 
12.135 • OC'l'196ACH 25.871:i7RCJ(:0 .00700132 6.4P68480A 
12.90 .09644RR4 25.R7930?77 • 006 ~ l19A E-.4871:?14? 
l?.Cl5 0 00":1 Q400·J ?5.R'l?70P6l .00655404 6 • 4 p 7'3 p 4 '· 6 
13.00 • 0 R'=l 1 6 !. "' ~ ?~.AR~;qq2c7 .00f3'HA0 6.4P71:;37(:0 
13.05 .086r:o?Ol 25.RR<ll6'55C .00605s:J?2 6.4R78811R 
1.3.10 .OP35?7t:;~ ?5.8922?009 .001:)8"3P4 6. 4Pf31 1 5!:i6 
1?.15 .080"3t·7~"l. ?::.P<?Sl_RnC)7 .oos-::ag~? 6.4P8?4l0A 
13.?0 0 !')777QAO~ 2 ~. ROR04 P65 o005~Pl~5 6.+~81:'5806 

13.?5 .074-948 tR 2'1.900PI)04? .O"l5172c;o 6. 48876t:R1 
13.?·0 .07??R211 ? 5 • q 0 3 4 7 c; 4 9- .00497175 f].4Q8Q676C:. 
13.'lS .OA9707f:5 ?') 0 0Qf040Cf ~004778t:;r:, 6.4891_6QR6 
13.40 • or 1? 21. 7 7 2 "). q) P. 53 '=i P? .OI)4:;o?~.R 6.4P9?4f:7'? 
13.!,.5 .064~?1SB ?'3.9l093AO':\ • Ot)44l 390 ~.4?95213~1 

1~.C:J .06.?504?4 ?5.913?1)~'l.7 .004~4102 6.4P96974R 
13.5=> .060U702 25.0l5t...QI)t"O .00407~.~1. 6.4P.9R6200 
1~.60 .os~no...,?6 25.01765034 • OOVll 741 6.49J02?0) 
13.65 .Ot;60~?41 25.9197~'::;20 • 0()316439 6. 4C"'I)} 7"01 
13.70 .n540099A ")C' o <l2l7l. "H,O:: / .003~1722 f:.l,-9()?,221.'1 
13. 75 .05206751 ?5.q?36901J .00347570 6.40,)46371 
13.80 .oc::Jt0?71 '?5.0?t:;l::.4og .00~3'l.9C'O f 0 4C)t::;OQ81, 
13.~5 • 0 1,. 8 3 ~ ..,, 3 ~ ::'5.n?73742e .003?QR71 6.40J73Q.~Q 

1~.n') ol)466371 CJ ?5.C'l20l?Q46 .oo~:)R?R6 6.49JR56'J4 
1~.9:; .04t...C)l::?I)A ?=.Q~0PI)c;5C:: .1')0?06]~') .6. 40,')077C::"' 
14.00 • 0 4 3 ":l. 2 t., •J •) 2=.03'?"--3160 .oozqt+C'4Q (:.49100301 
l4.t)5 .04175700 ?c;. 9?-t...QQQ,t.,l • 00'?7'336? t,.491~057~ 

14.10 .040'4""l2 ?C::.C)3C::I",1449 .OOU?t-06 6. 4013 13 34 
14.15 .0387R:?5i) 25. 9?-6o7c;11 .002'1??6£:: 6.4<ll41 675 
14.?0 .0~737?,?4 2-::.93R"'R427 .01)2423".4 6.4.C}i51fl6 
l4.2S .03601-::,pg 2"'.o~974"'-72 .oOJ2327A7 t-..49161173 
14.~0 o03470"4A ?5.<141J551'3 • 002? 3 5R•) 6.49170160 
14.35 .0,34?74? 25.04?.~201 8 .0021_4740 6.49179191 
14.t..O .03?21'719 ?':.94-:.,~t..041 .0020A2AO 6.491P7A8J 
14.45 .031040?4 ?C:.94471 736 .0019Rl0~ 6.401 Q')q'3q 
14."') .0?990'109 25.945qS?52 .001°0?~9· 6.49203681 
14.55 .o:uu:qo3o 25.Q46Cl4731 .OOlfP7?2 6.49211210 
14.60 .0277'3"--40 ?'5.94800?1? • 001754 77 6.4921B4f-~ 

l4.f'5 .02~73f".2 ?1::.94QO~l20 .0011:-g51~ 6.402~54?5 

14.70 • 02"'7S449 z:::.oc:;OJO~ll • 1)0 161 p 2 5 6.492'l.?ll5 
14.7'5 .0?4R077A ""'·9c:oo49Rc: .OOl')t::;":lo':J f.4o2":lR!:i4S 
14.~0 .()?"lQC)400 2C:..9'31.86?70 .00149217 6.402447?~ 

14. ~5 .02~01475 ?.S. 9c:;274? 85 .OOl43?RO 6.4G250AAO 
14.0.0 .0"?16617 2c:..oc;3r:9143 .00137C::7'i f.40Z56?A5 
14.95 .02134QOP, 2 =- • q 5 L..l:- 0 q 53 .0013?004 6.4°2clA46 

• 



Table A-1 (cont.) 46 

X ~( X t H( 0 t -H (X t r.(xt GfOt-r.(Xt 

15.00 .02055930 ?5.0'5519821 .0012A8?.7 6.492f,7111 
15.05 .01979911 25. q 5595 850 • JO l "J '7 6 7 6.4()?72173 
15.10 .Ol90Af23 2c::.qc;(-~913A .001169')5 6.6.9277035 
15.15 .OlA35o79 25.<;57?-0?Rl • 0 •H I ?. 2 1 5 6 •'t92Al706 
!.5.20 .Ol767RAA 2t::..95~07P7? .0010774" 6.40286193 
15.2~ .nl7022!-0 25.915Pnsoo .oo 10 ~417 6.49290503 
15.~·_) .1)16300(19 25.ac::mf:.7C::,2 .0()0rt()?96 6.4GJ.Cl4644 
15.35 .0!.57R050 25.9""007710 • 00095?~1. A f.4929R6?? 
15.40 .01~·19?04 2C::.960::6456 .0009]497 6.40302L.-4-=! 
15.45 .Ol46?All1 ?5.96113067 • OO.OR 7R 27 6.49306111 
15.50 .0140°141 2~.q6l.676l9 .000°4302 6e:f03Q9~3R 

15.55 .01355~7S 25.962?0185 .000~001_6 6.4<;31':\024 
15.60 .013049?7 zc:::.ot-270833 .00077f,64 6.49316~76 

15.65 • 0 12 56 l 2 7 ?~.96?l9f:~4 .00074'541. 6.49319399 
15.70 .01:?09109 25.Cif?f~.651 • 000 .. ,_ 541 6.403?2309 
15.75 .0116381? '25.96411949 • OOO~R661 6.403?5?79 
l'l.PO • 0 , 1 ~I) l 7 ?. ?5.9f4C::I)I)88 .01)0fC::~94 6. 4C:32ROt+f 
15. R5 .01078133 25 • 9 ~ 4 q 7 (: ? ~ .OOOA~23R 6.403~0702 

15. 0 0 .0!0':2,76~6 :?5.96~~R~ :'5 • 000~06~7 6.4033??5? 
1 5. 9'5 .Q09Cflf·?f '?5.9£:57713~ .000':'~237 6.403'?5701 
16.00 • 009610 ": t1 2:.<16~14710 .00055Rq5 6.4031ROc::5 
l6.0S .009;?4R58 ?5.96f.C:QqJ"', .()005~6"'6 6 o 4G?, 40 31 4 
lf.lO .OORROooq 2~.o6cP57f-..2 .ooo~l45R 6.4Q342482 
16. 15 .Oi)R5t42f- 2'3.0h7103?'5 .00040176 6.49344564 
16.20 • 0 08 ~400? ?c::.9f::.7'1lff9 .00047?77 6. 4f1346!"A"' 
16 .. 2': .007029!::3 2~.9~7P?.P.08 .0004~:;l,.~'"R 6.4034R483 
16.':\0 • 0071-. ?06 r:. ?~o06P127'15 • 0004 3t:, 5 6.4015::>?"5 
]6.'3C::, .00734()1H~ 25.Qt:R41 F-.7?_ .00041_046 6. 4o3 S? 094 
H·.40 .()07062R2 ?'5.06860479 .0004014R 6 • .;.Q3537Q? 
16.45 ,;00f70c::;()7 ':'').Of>P9f?C::4 .OOO::'A'5lA 6 ./+()'31:; C:,/. "'? 
lt..c:::o .OOf'5"'.7?t 2 '). 9 A.9 ;>? 0 ~ 5 • 000360 S3 6.4f13l:;fQ~7 

16.~5 .0062RQ04 ?: . Qf=...f"/4(: 8': 7 .0001S451 6.493"1l4RO 
16.60 .00605005 ?~.06970756 .ooo~4ooq 6.49)C:,0931 
lf.fC:: .ooc::8tcnt.. ?5.Qf-OO":l7f3 .ooo~zc?c::; f:..4Q3613lc::; 
16.70 .oo:=984t.. ?t:'.970150lf-. .00031297 6.403£-.2644 
16.75 .oor:;3R""O ?5.970•7?41 • 0003')0;:>1 6 e 4 C'3 6 "':l C} 1 q 

16.P() .ooc::t790l ~5.97()C::?'7fQ .0002A708 6.493A5142 
16. A 5 • 0049A?31) 75.G7i)77530 .000276?3 6.403611317 
16.90 o004 7 9?QR 25.07QOfC)')2 .000?6496 6.4<1167444 
lf·. Q') .nOt..60P09 25.071l4Rf? .ooo 254 J.4 6.49?6R526 
17.0() • 004432 76 ?r::.o7}324R5 .00024176 6 .403695f,4 
17.05 .004?631"' 2"•C7140447 .000??,-:l,qo t. 403 1or: n 
17.10 • 0040q0~8 ?5.97lt':=77? .000??4?4 6.49371'517 
17.15 .01)304?76 ?t::..971Rl4P-4 .00021506 6.4C1l7?4'14 
17.?0 .00?7q1r:;,s 25.971C'!(f_f)':, .000"0f?c 6.40373?15 
17.~:; .0'1?"-!...~0.:;. 25.972111~7 .000l.97Rl 6.4fi3741_::q 
17.30 • 003 50601 /.5.C7??51,6() .OOOlR970 6.4c:;?.74070 
17.~5 .oo-:P7l2C: 2~.977'3P-~3c:; .OOOlq}o? t. 4917'174R 
17.40 .003?4150 2:.972~160? .00017446 6 .4<"'1376404 
17.45 ,.OQ3llt-P2 ?5.97?64079 .• 000167~0 6•49377210 

• 



Table A-1 (cont.) 47 

'Jl H( X) H(O)-H(X) 
• 

f;('Jf) G( 0)-G( X) 

17.r;o • 002906 77 ?5.97~7f-Q~U .. .00016043 6.49377807 
17.'5'5 .OO?~Rl26 2c::.o72P7c3" .0001'3:P4 6.4q3785C:f; 
l7. 6 0 .002771)12 2'5.C"17<9874P .0001.47':2 6.49'3791Pq 
17.65 .00?663?0 .,c:: .07309441 .00014145 6.4°3797915 
17.71) .002560?."3 25.9731972R .0001'356? 6.49380?77 
17. 75 .002461.37 ?:':.073?0624 .000130Qt; 6.4°330936 
17.~0 .00?3661_~ 25.S73?ql44 .OOOl246Q 6.403P1471 
17.P) .oo 2 27 41)~ 2'1.97~4R30~ .0001101)5 6.4G3PlCP5 
17.90 .0021Pf4f3 2:.97"~5711? .0001146? 6.4C3R2478 
17.9'5 .00210174 ?5.97~tc::se7 •. 0Q01.000Q 6.t+93P29151 
1.8.00 .00?0202'3 25.97?.731'38 • 0 r) 0 l :) 5 3 6 6.t..Cl3R3L.Q4 
18.05 .OOlo4lfP ? 5. 9 73 R 1 5 7 e • JOO 1•)10 1 6.493R3FlV1 
lA..lO .OOl86f:.41 21).<l73Ro1?0 .000006R4 6. 4~3 842 5(: 
l'L,l'5 • 0 r') 17 9 3 ~ R 25.o73ot:373 .0000C)?R4 ~.L.93P46.:::6 

18.20 .0017241? '5. c; 7 4 03 3 4 8 .0000~ooo 6.4o38SOttJ 
18.25 e\)J!65703 ~5.974100'57 • O:J')08c::~2 6.4C:3Q,54()A 
1.8. 3 0 .OOJ.50?31 25.97416<:00 .OOOjRl79 ~.4q3RI5761 
1A.3S .:).)153047 ?5. 974?7 7l4 .0000784) 6.49386130 
l$3.40 .O·JI470RO 25.~n~2R~~l • 0000751. 5 6. 4C3Pf425 
1 A. 45 .00.141342 25.974,441q .00007204 6.4038673~ 
18.'50 .00135~?4 25. S74?9Q16 .00006905 6.4C3A7Q3t: 
1~.55 .orn 30'519 ?r::;.o744S24? .OOOOA6l9 6. 4C:-,P7321 
1R.6') .0012"-5417 ~5. 97450~43 .')0006344 6.493871::01:-
18.65 .00120'512 25.<;74C:5?4~ • OJ00608! 6.49"l.~785g 

18.7'1 .0011.5701: :?.5.97459C!:C: .0000'1R?8 6.493PR112 
1 R. 7~ .00111262 25.07464490 .0000'1 r:; R() f .49V~93::4 
lR.PO .OOlJ6GQ? ?c::.Q746ARS8 .O.JOJ53'54 ().403R85q6 
1R..8'5 .0010?711 25.074731)C:() .0i)QQ~131 f. 403 8R RtlQ 
lR.91) .0009PhR? 25.97477070 .0000491A 6.49389o.)22 
u~ .Qs:; .()(l}Q4A0'=1 '5.97413Jc;S? .00004711 6.4C'3130227 
10.00 • 0 0 0 CJ 1. IH3 4 ~ r:;. CJ7434 f.:, 77 .000045.17 6.493R94?3 
19.0'5 .OOOR7c04 25.97488?56 .000043~9 6.493RC)6ll 
19.!;1 .000?40-'>3 25.97491f,C7 .00004148 f:.4G3P9702 
1 9.1.5 .000q07.::6 zc:;.CJ74csao::; .00003975 6.4938996:: 
19.?0 • 00077" 76 ? 5. 974CfH R4 .00003810 6.493CJOl30 
19.25 .OJ074c:: 20 '2~.97501~40 .00003f51 ~.49390289 
19.3 0 .0007~5q~ .2 t: • q 7 50'~ 1_ 7 A .0000349A 6.4G3<J0442 
1 o. 3 5 .OQ0687f.;0 zr.;.97507oot .000033C)? 6.493GQ58R 
19.40 .00066;147 2r:;.97':!)0714 .0000?212 6.4°390728 
1°.45 .00063439 25.97312327 .0001)3078 ~.49390R~7 

19.~0 .01)0600~2 ~~.q7514'l"P • 0000?949 6.4939QCJOl 
1 Q. 55 .OOQt;A-=:?4 ~5.9751 7?37 .000028?6 f..4<j391114 
19. f 0 .00056?')9 ~5.C7'119'5"il .0000?708 6.493012~3 

l 0 .6S .0Q05~Gq5 ?C::.975~!776 • 0000?504 6.4q3C)!34A 
10.70 .000'51~47 .,c:;_q7t:;:>1913 .0()·()0?4A6 6.49391455 
19. 75 • 00049793 ?r::. q7:;259~7 .OOOJ21A1 6.49391S5o 
19.80 .00047R?O '?'5.07527941 .0000?2q2 6.4C3Glf'5R 
l9.A5 .00045023 ?r::.q7-:::2oq3R .0000?1R6 6.4o39l7r::4 
1C}.90 .00044101 25.<j7C:3t6~0 .t)0002094 6.4Q39l846 
19.9'5 .01)042~"0 <5.97'13?411 .0000?0()6 6.493919?4 



APPENDIX B 

Low Temperature Properties of Common Bolometer 

Construction Materials 

Knowledge of the thermal conductivity and specific heat of bolometer 

construction materials is of importance in designing bolometers •. The 

table presented in this appendix lists approximate values of these two 

quantities at three different temperatures,for some typical bolometer 

construction materials. The table has been compiled from a variety of 

different sources and personal communications. It should be kept in 

mind that these values are approximate and may vary from sample to 

sample. 
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T = 1.5 K T = 3.5 K T = 5 K 
Material 

Density 

g c g c g c p 

-6 
0.4 2 XlQ-5 6xlo- 5 4.0 Sapphire 0.06 lxlO 1 

Nylon 4xlO-s 6XlQ-S -4 lxlQ · lXlQ- 4 2xl0- 4 1. 4xl0 -4 

Copper 2 2x1o 
-4 

6 6XlQ- 4 
8 lxlo- 3 8.9 

Aluminum 8 2xl0- 4 15 5xl0-4 20 lXlQ- 3 2.7 
' 

Indium 4 4xl0- 4 8 4XlQ- 3 8, .lxlo-2 7.3 

Tin 1 lXlQ- 4 
4 2XlQ- 3 25 4xl0- 3 7.3 

Lead 0.4 5x1Q- 4 3 6xl0- 3 12 1x10- 2 11.3 

-4 3XlQ- 3 
0.1 lxl0-2 

Bismuth 2XlQ 9.8 

Diamond 0.02 5XlQ-S 0.3 6XlQ-7 0.7 2x10- 6 3.5 

Niobium 8XlQ 3 4XlQ-S 3xl0-~ lX!Q- 3 5xl0-2 5xl0- 3 8.6 

Tantalum lxl0- 2 
5x1o -4 4xl0- 2 2XlQ -3 6xl0- 2 4xl0- 3 16.6 

3XlQ -2 6xl0-4 
2.1 Teflon 

Pyrex 2xlO-S 3XlQ-4 0.1 

Germanium 9xl0-6 lXlQ-4 3xl0~4 5.3 

Quartz .lxl0-3 

(fused) 

Quartz 2XlQ -6 
7 2.2 

(crystal) ·. 

Mylar 1.4 

Brass 2x10-2 

SS304 JxlQ-3 

50-50 PbSn 0.15 0.21 
Solder 

w 
g in [cm-K] c in 



APPENDIX C 

Alternat~ Techniques for Measuring Bolometer Responsivity 

An alternate expression for the electrical responsivity S of a 

bolometer can be derived in terms of the ac and de impedances of the 

bolometer. Mather
23 

derives a somewhat restricted version of this 

formula. 17 
Jones appears to be the first to have derived the following 

expression: 

1 
S{w) = 

·2I 

<¥- 1) 

(Z(w) + l) 
ZL(w) 

(C-1) 

In this expression, I is the bias current, Z(w) = dV/di is the ac impe-

dance of the bolometer, R = V/I is the de impedance of the bolometer and 

ZL(w) is the ac load impedance. For the case of a bolometer biased with 

a constant current, (C-1) reduces to 

s ( w) = 21I ( z ~) - 1) {Z + oo) • 
L 

(C-2) 

Examination of (C-1) or (C-2) reveals that a measurement of the ac and 

de bolometer impedances and the bias current is sufficient to determine 

the electrical responsivity. The ac impedance of the bolometer is easily 

measured with a lock-in amplifier. Figure C-1 illustrates the technique 

we employ. The de component of VI determines the de bias current I. The 

de component of VB determines the de resistance of the bolometer, R = 

VB(O)/I. Vac is selected to be much smaller than Vdc and~ is assumed 

to be completely resistive. The ac impedance of the bolometer is Z(w) = 

50 



VB(w) ~/V1 (w). Note that VB(w) and v1 (w) are complex numbers having 

both an amplitude as well as a phase. 

Alternatively a bridge circuit17,23cclil be used to measure the responsi-

vity. Figure C-2 is a schematic diagram of the circuit that we use. 

We assume that R
1

, R
2

, and ~ are purely resistive. In use, the bridge 

is adjusted so that VBD = 0 when-V . = 0. This implies that 
S1g 

where we have neglected R
3 

in comparison to ~· 

VBD(w) is measured with v 
sig 1 o. This voltage 

VBD <z 
z R 

R ) v = 
+~ Rl + 

2 sig 

= ·c z R > v 
Z + ~- R + ~ sig 

where we have used (C-3). 

Substituting (C-1) into (C-4) yields 

S(w) = 
R + ~ 

2IR 

(C-3) 

Next, the ac voltage 

is 

(C-4) 

(C-5) 

Noting that VBC VAC R/(R + R
1
), we can simplify (C-5) so that 

R3VBD(w) 1 
( ) [vo ts] s w = _ __;:_.__==._ __ 

V1 (0) VBC(w) watt 
(C-6) 

Unfortunately, we have not had good success in measuring the responsivity 

of bolometers whose responsivity is above 'V 6 x 105 V/W with this method. 

This is due to problems in balancing the bridge precisely and also due to 

the stray capacitance and inductance of the cryogenic cabling and load 

resistor. 
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~' 

' .. 

RL 
1 

Vr 
voc 

J 

--=-- vdc t 
Bolometer Vs 

~ 

XBL 7611-7739 

Fig. C-1. A technique for measuring Z(w). 



/ 

R1-=511K.n.. 
R2= 500 K.n. 
R3= I 0 K.n. 

XBL 7611-7740 

Fig. C-2. Jones' bolometer bridge circuit. 
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